
The Well Rising 

 

The well rising without sound, 

the spring on a hillside, 

the plowshare brimming through deep ground 

everywhere in the field— 

 

The sharp swallows in their swerve 

flaring and hesitating 

hunting for the final curve 

coming closer and closer— 

 

The swallow heart from wingbeat to wingbeat 

counseling decision, decision: 

thunderous examples. I place my feet 

with care in such a world. 

 

William Stafford 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Malheur Before Dawn 

An owl sound wandered along the road with me. 

I didn’t hear it–I breathed it into my ears. 

Little ones at first, the stars retired, leaving 

polished little circles on the sky for awhile. 

Then the sun began to shout from below the horizon. 

Throngs of birds campaigned, their music a tent of sound. 

From across a pond, out of the mist, 

one drake made a V and said its name. 

Some vast animal of air began to rouse 

from the reeds and lean outward. 

Frogs discovered their national anthem again. 

I didn’t know a ditch could hold so much joy. 

So magic a time it was that I was both brave and afraid. 

Some day like this might save the world. 

William Stafford 



Spring Morning Sampler 

-In response to William Stafford’s “The Well Rising” 

and “Malheur Before Dawn” 

 

A pair of swallows 

swerve and curve 

over the field, 

braiding fragrance of lilacs 

into breeze, 

sun and new grass 

into a tapestry of light. 

Their joy is stitched 

across the fabric of sky 

in beautiful script 

embroidering morning 

with poetry that 

may not save the world, 

but reminds me 

with every wingbeat, 

the world is worth saving. 

 

Doug Stone 

 



Traveling through the Dark 

 

Traveling through the dark I found a deer 

dead on the edge of the Wilson River road. 

It is usually best to roll them into the canyon: 

that road is narrow; to swerve might make more dead. 

 

By glow of the tail-light I stumbled back of the car    

and stood by the heap, a doe, a recent killing;    

she had stiffened already, almost cold. 

I dragged her off; she was large in the belly. 

 

My fingers touching her side brought me the reason— 

her side was warm; her fawn lay there waiting,    

alive, still, never to be born. 

Beside that mountain road I hesitated. 

 

The car aimed ahead its lowered parking lights;    

under the hood purred the steady engine. 

I stood in the glare of the warm exhaust turning red;    

around our group I could hear the wilderness listen. 

 

I thought hard for us all—my only swerving—,    

then pushed her over the edge into the river. 

 

William Stafford 

 

 

 

 

 



The Wilson River Road        

Thinking of William Stafford        

 

The Wilson River Road can be a nasty stretch of asphalt, 

especially at night, shouldering through the mountains  

like a mean drunk staggering toward the coast. 

But this road is also a poem reciting its way along the river, 

its sharp swerves and curves, poetry of pavement reading  

the mountain dark. It is a road of shadows, the river’s voice, 

and South Wind dancing in the trees, a road like life,  

so many turns, so many decisions, so many places where  

it can all go wrong and midway through your journey,  

you may wonder if the trip is really worth it. But as your  

headlights search for that final curve near the end of the road,  

you feel the ocean breathe new life into your soul.  

You’re no longer just traveling through the dark.  

Now you know you’ve been on the right road all along.  

 

Doug Stone 

 


